Care Instructions
1. Remember to read your enclosed Assembly Instructions because it’s going to make
you look good! Find out about all the short cuts to ‘setting up’ & ‘packing up’ your
new Quikshade
2. It’s really important to read your Warranty and ‘Caution against Improper Use’
information.
3. When carrying your Quikshade always lift the unit: do not drag as this may wear
holes in the canopy and carry bag.
4. Secure Quikshade at all times. Superior designed pegs and extra strong Guy Ropes
have been supplied with unit, however in some situations they may not be adequate
and additional security may be required so use your Quikshade sandbags.
5. Do not leave your Quikshade fully erected over night and/or unattended at any time
due to unforseen weather conditions and ‘sticky fingers’!
6. If it is necessary to collapse your Quikshade when wet, open and allow to dry as soon
as possible.
7. To clean, use only ½ tspn of gentle detergent in a 5 litre bucket of water and brush
canopy with long handled car brush and hose.
8. Do not spray insecticides, repellents or any other chemicals directly onto or near
fabric, as this will remove water proofing and void warranty. Do not put cover in
washing machine!
9. Do not spray frame with lubricants such as WD40, as this attracts dirt. If legs are stiff
remove inner legs and wash both inner and outer legs with detergent and water.
10. Transportation and storage of unit is best suited in the upright position. If unable to
do so, remove canopy for longer journeys or place padding (carpet piece) under unit
when lying down.
11. Regular maintenance (e.g. tightening of nuts & bolts) and cleaning (e.g. wiping grit
and dirt from frame) will ensure a longer lasting product; in fact it could outlast you…
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